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Abstract
An identiﬁcation problem associated to an elliptic variational inequation subject to a bilateral restriction is considered. The whole
of the parameters involved in the inequation as well as the parameters deﬁning the restriction are to be identiﬁed. The continuous
dependence of the direct problem solution on these parameters is proved. As a consequence the well-posedness of the identiﬁcation
problem follows.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that there are physical and engineering processes mathematically modeled by variational inequalities
(VI) [6,3, p. 18]. Since the works of Lions and Stampacchia [16] up today a great deal of research has been developed
on them and a general variational inequalities theory is at our disposal [18] to attack different applied problems.
The VI approach is a fruitful way to analyze systems described by PDEs, mainly when there are state constraints or
connections involving unilateral or bilateral restrictions. It can be seen in [15] where several cases are modeled and
analyzed with the VI method. Following this line several papers deal with the numerical computation of the state of
a coupled system described by PDEs [17,9,20,8]. Besides, Lions formulation [15] turns out to be useful for certain
applications on aeronautics. Due to these applications the necessity of recovering the distributed coefﬁcients involved
in the mathematical model by using experimentally measured data appears. Hence an inverse problem associated to
variational inequalities under unilateral or bilateral restrictions naturally arises. As usual the inverse problem is not
well-posed and instead of it an identiﬁcation problem must be formulated. The purpose of this work is to study the
feasibility of an identiﬁcation problem for the kind of problems previously referred to.
The problem of determining unknown coefﬁcients for linear elliptic equations has extensively dealt with ([2] and
references in it). There are also some antecedents about the same problem associated to variational inequalities ([10,11]
and references within).
In this work, the direct problem (D.P.) consists of an elliptic variational inequation subject to a bilateral restriction.
The whole of the parameters involved in the inequation as well as the parameters deﬁning the restriction are to be
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identiﬁed. So stated the problem is quite similar to an identiﬁcation problem (I.P.) for an elliptic equation. Indeed the
development of this work follows analogous steps as in [2,13]. However, the fact that there are also unknown parameters
in the associated restriction will require additional considerations.
Let us denote as q the vector of parameters which deﬁnes (D.P.) and u=u(q) its (unique) solution. The identiﬁcation
problem (I.P.) is stated as a minimization criteria of an adequate functional J (q) which involves the available measured
data and the computed u(q) for q ∈ Q0 (the set of admissible coefﬁcients). This work will establish the well-posedness
of (I.P.), i.e. the existence of its solution. The resulting framework will also be useful for the numerical–computational
implementation of the problem in future.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2 the statement of the problem is presented. Based on previous well
known results, a necessary topological framework is stated. In Section 3, the continuous dependence of the solution of
(D.P.) on the parameter q is shown and so the well-posedness of (I.P.) is achieved.
2. General statement and standard results
2.1. The direct problem
The direct problem is given by{
a(u, v − u)L(v − u) ∀ v ∈ K,
u ∈ K (D.P.)
being a(u, v) : H 10 () × H 10 () → R a bilinear form deﬁned as
a(u, v) =
∫

⎛⎝ n∑
i,j=1
aijuxi vxj +
n∑
i=1
biuxi v + cuv
⎞⎠ (1)
such that
aij , bi, c ∈ L∞() 1 i, jn, (2)
L(v − u) = (f, v − u), (3)
where (., .) denotes the usual inner product in L2 and
f ∈ L2(), (4)
K = {v ∈ H 10 () : m(x)v(x)M(x) a.e. in } (5)
with
m,M ∈ H 2() ∩ H 10 (), (6)
0m(x)M(x)1 a.e. in . (7)
Concerning the domain , throughout the work the following assumption holds.
Assumption.  is a bounded (open) set of Rn.
In order to guarantee existence and solution of the direct problem additional hypothesis must be added on the
parameters:
|aij (x)|Da, |bi(x)|Db, 1 ijn, 0<Dicc(x)Dsc a.e. in  (8)
with Da,Db,Dic,Dsc positive constants.
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By taking D = max{Da,Db,Dsc} and using Hölder’s inequality, continuity of the bilinear form is proved.
Dic >n
Db
2
and Dea >
Db
2
. (9)
As
a(v, v)
∫

(
Dea
n∑
i=1
v2xi − Db
n∑
i=1
(
v2xi + v2
2
)
+ Dicv2
)
 min
{
Dea −
Db
2
,Dic −
n
2
Db
} ‖v‖2
H 1
(n + 1)2 ,
coercitivity of the bilinear form is veriﬁed.
Then existence and unicity of (D.P.) solution is stated via Stampacchia theorem [4, p. 83].
Remark 1. Other conditions on the coefﬁcients lead to the existence and unicity of solution as well [13,2, p. 222].
Stronger regularity properties will be needed in this work, so assumptions about the set  and the coefﬁcients are
added:
Assumption. The boundary of ,  is lipschitzian [1].
aij ∈ L∞() ∩ H 1,t () with t > n (tn if n3) ‖aij‖H 1,t Dh, 1 ijn (10)
being Dh a positive constant.
m(x)0M(x) ∀x ∈ . (11)
In what follows, the next notation will be useful.
q = (aij , bi, c, f,m,M) i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Let (D.P.)(q) the direct problem determined by the parameter q, K(q) its restriction set deﬁned in (5) and u(q) the
unique solution of (D.P.)(q).
As a consequence of the regularity results on u(q) developed in [3, p. 15; 5] or [19], and the fact that a(, .) ∈
L2() ∀ ∈ H 2() with ‖a(, .)‖L2C‖‖H 2 with C not depending on  [14, p. 163], it results that u(q) ∈ H 2()
and
‖u(q)‖H 2C(‖f ‖L2 + ‖m‖H 2 + ‖M‖H 2) (12)
such that C only depends on the norm-boundedness constants from (8) and (10).
Remark 2. It may be emphasized that the conditions on the coefﬁcients imposed in this Section are not the unique
guaranteeing the necessary existence and regularity results. However, they are quite simple so providing an adequate
framework for future discretization of the problem.
2.2. The identiﬁcation problem
Now let us suppose that the parameter q is unknown but certain point observations are available. The problem of
recovering the unknown coefﬁcients is usually formulated by means of a ﬁt-to-data criterion given by
J (q) =
r∑
i=1
|u(q)(xj ) − zj |2, (13)
where xj ∈  and zj is the corresponding observed measurement.
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The identiﬁcation problem is the following optimization problem.{Find q∗ ∈ Q0 such that
J (q∗) = min
q∈Q0
J (q) (I.P.)
The set Q0 is the set of admissible parameters. For every q ∈ Q0 there must be unique u(q) solution of (D.P.)(q).
Besides, if Q0 is compact and u(q) is continuous on Q0, the solvability of (I.P.) may be assured for n3. The proof
follows exactly the same steps that for the case of the identiﬁcation problem for elliptic equations [13,2, p. 224]. Indeed
assuming the continuity of u on Q0 and using that point evaluation is a continuous functional on C(¯), the continuity
of J on Qo is achieved. Then the compacity of Q0 and the fact that for n3, H 2() ⊂ C(¯) is a compact embedding
[1] yield to the existence of solution of (I.P.).
Let us postpone the proof about the continuity of u to the next section and concentrate on Q0 and its topological
features.
In coincidence with the previously stated requirements, the vector of parameters belong to the space
Q˜ =
n⊗
i,j=1
((L∞() ∩ H 1,t ()) ×
n+1⊗
i,j=1
L∞() × L2() ×
2⊗
i=1
(H 2() ∩ H 10 ())
for t > n (or tn) if n = 3.
Known norm-bounds on f,m and M must also be introduced:
‖f ‖L2F, ‖m‖H 2, ‖M‖H 2. (14)
Let us deﬁne
Q =
{
q ∈ Q˜ : ‖aij‖L∞Da, ‖aij‖H 1,t Dh ∀i, j,
‖bi‖L∞Db ∀i, ‖c‖L∞Dsc,
‖f ‖L2F, ‖m‖H 2, ‖M‖H 2
}
endowed with the weak topology
n⊗
i,j=1
((L∞weak∗ ∩ H 1,tweak) ×
n+1⊗
i,j=1
(L∞weak∗) × L2weak ×
2⊗
i=1
H 2weak. (15)
As a consequence of the properties of the Sobolev spaces and the metrizability with respect to the weak topologies
of bounded sets [4, pp. 48–50, 2, p. 221], the set Q endowed with the topology (15) is a metric space.
Finally, let us deﬁne the set of admissible parameters Q0,
Q0 =
{
q ∈ Q˜ : aij (1 i, jn), bi (1 in) and
c verify (8), (9), and (10),
m,M and f verify (7), (11) and (14)
}
It is obvious thatQ0 ⊂ Q satisﬁes that for all q ∈ Q0, there exists unique u(q) solution of (D.P.) with u(q) ∈ H 2().
Moreover, due to the compacity of the balls and the convex, closed and bounded sets in the corresponding Sobolev
spaces with respect to the weak topologies [4, pp. 44–48], the setQ0 is a compact subset of the metric space Q endowed
with the topology (15).
3. Continuous dependence of the solution on the parameters
As in the case of the identiﬁcation problem associated to an elliptic equation [2, Chapter 6, 13] the continuity of u on
the parameter q must be proved. Replacement of the elliptic equation by an elliptic inequality does not require major
changes in this proof. Namely, the bilateral restriction involving two of the identiﬁable parameters introduces the main
distinction. Because of it, it is necessary to have a kind of continuity property of K on q.
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Before showing the continuity property, it is necessary to prove the following technical results:
Lemma 1. Let f k, f ∈ H 10 () such that f k→k f strongly in H 1. Then there exists a subsequence (ki) for which|f k|→k|f | strongly in H 1.
Proof. From [12, p. 50] it is immediate that
|f k|, |f | ∈ H 10 () (16)
and that
|f k|
xi
= sg(f k)f
k
xi
,
|f |
xi
= sg(f ) f
xi
∀k ∈ N, ∀i = 1, . . . , n
with
sg(a) =
{1 a > 0,
0 a = 0,
−1 a < 0.
Besides, from the inequality:
‖|f k| − |f |‖L2‖f k − f ‖L2
it follows that
|f k|→k|f | strongly in L2. (17)
By using [4, p. 58], the convergence of f k towards f and of f k/xi towards f/xi strongly in L2 imply that there
exists a subsequence (ki) for which
f ki (x)→ki f (x) a.e. in ,
|f ki (x)|h(x) a.e. in , h ∈ L2(),∣∣∣∣f kixj (x)
∣∣∣∣→ki ∣∣∣∣ fxj (x)
∣∣∣∣ a.e. in , j = 1, . . . , n,∣∣∣∣f kixj (x)
∣∣∣∣ hj (x) a.e. in , hj ∈ L2(), j = 1, . . . , n.
Then it is easy to see that∣∣∣∣|f ki |xj (x)
∣∣∣∣→ki ∣∣∣∣|f |xj (x)
∣∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣∣|f ki |xj (x)
∣∣∣∣ hj (x) a.e. in , j = 1, . . . , n
and applying Lebesgue’s theorem [4, p. 54] it is obtained
|f ki |
xj
→ki
|f |
xj
strongly in L2, j = 1, . . . , n. (18)
Due to (16), (17) and (18) the result is proved. 
Corollary 2. Let f k, gk ∈ H 10 () such that f k→k f and gk→k g strongly in H 1. Then there exists a subsequence
(ki) for which max{f ki , gki }→ki max{f, g} and min{f ki , gki }→ki min{f, g} strongly in H 1.
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Proof. It is immediate from Lemma 1 using that
max{f k, gk} = f
k + gk + |f k − gk|
2
,
min{f k, gk} = f
k − gk + |f k − gk|
2
. 
From now on we also deal with sequences (qk) in Q, this is
qk = (akij , bki , ck, f k,mk,Mk).
Lemma 3. Let q ∈ Q0, (qk) ⊂ Q0 such that qk→k q in the topology (15). For every v ∈ K(q), there exists a sequence
(vk) ⊂ H 1() which veriﬁes that vk ∈ K(qk) ∀k and vki →i v strongly in H 1 for some subsequence (ki).
Proof. As  is a bounded set with  lipschitzian, it has the cone property and H 2() embeds compactly in H 1()
[1, pp. 66–68]. Therefore, ‖mk‖H 2 and ‖Mk‖H 2 imply that there exist subsequences of (mk)k and (Mk)k and
elements m˜, M˜ ∈ H 2() such that the subsequences converge, respectively, to m˜ and M˜ weakly inH 2 and strongly in
H 1 [4, p. 50]. By unicity, m˜ = m and M˜ = M a.e. in . So
mki→im and Mki→iM H 1-strong. (19)
Now let us deﬁne:
vk(x) = min{Mk(x),max{mk(x), v(x)}}. (20)
From [12, p. 50], it is immediate that vk ∈ K(qk).
By applying Corollary 2 to (19) and (20) it results that there exists a subsequence of vki which converges towards v
in H 1 norm. 
With this result at hand and picking the methodology used for the elliptic case [13,2, p. 224], the continuous
dependence of the solution u on the parameters comes out.
Theorem 4. Let (qk) ⊂ Q0 such that qk→k q in the topology (15).
Then:
(a) q ∈ Q0 (henceforth, ∃! u = u(q) ∈ H 2() solution of (D.P.)(q)),
(b) u(qk)→k u(q) strongly in H 1 and weakly in H 2.
Proof.
(a) It is immediate from the compacity of Q0.
(b) Let us introduce the notation
uk = u(qk).
From (12) and the norm-bounds in the deﬁnition of Q0, ∃> 0:
‖u(q)‖H 2 ∀q ∈ Q0
and because of the compact embedding of H 2 in H 1 [1], there is a subsequence (uk) and u¯ ∈ H 2 such that
uk→k u¯ H 1-strong and H 2-weak.
Clearly,
u¯ ∈ H 10 (). (21)
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The facts that mk(x)uk(x)Mk(x) a.e. in , mk→k m, uk→k u¯ and Mk→k M H 2-weak yields to
m(x) u¯(x)M(x) a.e. in . (22)
It will be shown that
a(u¯, u¯)a(u¯, v) − (f, v − u) ∀v ∈ K(q). (23)
Let us deﬁne
ak(u, v) =
∫

⎛⎝ n∑
i,j=1
akij uxi vxj +
n∑
i=1
bki uxi v + ckuv
⎞⎠
.
Fix v ∈ K(q) and take (vk) deﬁned in (20) . By deﬁnition of uk ,
ak(uk, uk)ak(uk, vk) − (f k, vk − uk). (24)
Since the coefﬁcients of ak converge in L∞
weak∗ towards the coefﬁcients of a while the subsequences (u
k) and (vk)
converge strongly in H 1 towards u¯ and v, respectively, it is found
|ak(uk, vk) − a(u¯, v)|→k 0 (25)
and in particular
|ak(uk, uk) − a(u¯, u¯)|→k 0. (26)
On the other hand, as f k → f L2-weak, it results
|(f k, vk − uk) − (f, v − u¯)|→k 0. (27)
Taking limit in (24), from (25), (26) and (27), (23) is concluded.
From (21), (22) and (23), u¯ is the solution of (D.P.)(q), i.e. u¯ = u.
As the previous reasoning is valid for any subsequence of (uk), it means that the sequence (uk) itself converges to u
strongly in H 1 and weakly in H 2. 
Remark 3. As an antecedent of this result, [7] must be mentioned. In that case, uh ∈ K(q) ∀h for a ﬁxed q and
H 2-weak convergence is not dealt with.A similar result also appears in [10,11] but the restriction set K does not depend
on the coefﬁcient q either.
Remark 4. It is clear that the continuity property as stated in this section is necessary to prove the continuity of the
functional (13) on the admissible set of parameters and hence the well-posedness of the identiﬁcation problem.
At the same time this result also contributes to the sensitivity analysis of the problem (D.P.) since it examines how the
solution of the problem change when the data of the problem are changed. Recently much attention has been given to
develop a general sensitivity analysis framework for variational inequalities (see [18] and the references therein). Here
the analysis is made associating a weak topology to the set of parameters. So although it is restricted to a very particular
class of VI problems, this approach differs from the analysis for general VI problems in the previous bibliography.
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